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The rationale of the EU’s executive arm is that even countries most reliant on Russian supplies would be
able to find alternative supplies in the event of a cutoff.
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EU Prepares to Rule Out Ukraine Gas Transit Deal With Russia
The European Union is preparing to rule out a renewal of a key Ukraine gas pipeline deal with Russia whe...
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JetBlue Airways said its planned $3.8 billion merger agreement with Spirit Airlines could be terminated in
the coming days.
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JetBlue Files Notice That Spirit Air Deal May Terminate Jan. 28
Spirit Airlines Inc. shares tumbled after JetBlue Airways Corp. said its planned $3.8 billion acquisition of t...
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New York City’s powerful pension system and other Starbucks investors want the coffee chain’s board to
acknowledge “failures in corporate governance” revealed in a recent report.
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NYC Pension System Says Starbucks Labor Audit Shows Board Lapses
New York City’s powerful pension system and other Starbucks Corp. investors are calling on the coffee c...
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s planning to stick with clients in some of the world’s highest-emitting sectors, as the bank rejects blacklists
it says don’t help the wider economy.
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HSBC Tells Clients It Won’t Blacklist Major Polluters
HSBC Holdings Plc is planning to stick with clients in some of the world’s highest-emitting sectors, as the...
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Opinion: What is Dean Phillips thinking?
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With Friends Like Dean Phillips, Biden Doesn’t Need Enemies
The Minnesota Democrat has torpedoed his political career by committing one of the cardinal sins of pol...
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The Fed's preferred gauge of underlying inflation rose at the slowest annual pace in nearly three years,
reinforcing expectations that central bankers may start cutting interest rates soon.
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The British brand, known for its logo T-shirts and bright colors, is struggling.
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Superdry Losses Balloon as Fashion Retailer Struggles to Compete
Superdry Plc reported widening losses after Christmas sales failed to revive performance at the strugglin...
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Fast-fashion firm Boohoo says it has stopped working with a UK supplier after allegations that staff at the
warehouse were forced to work overtime.
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Boohoo Cuts Ties With UK Supplier After Claims of Overtime Work
Boohoo Group Plc said it has stopped working with a UK supplier after allegations that staff at the wareh...
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Argentina’s President Javier Milei fired his infrastructure minister in the first cabinet change since taking
office in December, local newspapers report
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Milei Fires Argentina Infrastructure Chief, Papers Report
Connecting decision makers to a dynamic network of information, people and ideas, Bloomberg quickly ...
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Israel must immediately act to prevent the killing and harm to innocent Palestinians in Gaza, UN top court
rules, stopping short of ordering a halt to its military operations there.
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UN Court Rules Israel Must Prevent Killing, Harm of Palestinians
Israel must immediately act to prevent the killing and harm to innocent Palestinians in Gaza, the United ...
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